
Circulation information for 
individual volume displays on 

serial record. Items are 
directly linked to this title.



Items visible in staff module search 
on serial record.



Note from 852 subfield z in holdings.
Circulation information does not display.



Item not visible in staff module 
search on monographic record.



852 subfield z note removed.
Circulation information now displays.



Item visible in staff module search 
on monographic record.



Items show on “Parent”.
Problem: No indication they are linked elsewhere.

Local Implementation: Word “Linked” added to a local field 
in bibliographic record to alert staff LKRs may need to be 

edited (such as when binding pieces together).



Items show on “Parent”.
No indication they are linked elsewhere.



No item record on “child”.
Problem: No indication it is linked anywhere.



No item record on “child”.
Serious Problem: No indication it is linked anywhere.



LKR field and editing form.



This volume is not 
linked so it shows the 
call number from the 

holdings of the 
“child”.



No enumeration. All items display.



Missing subfield i. Matching on all 
items with matching subfield v.



The link is for volume 2 but the 
piece is volume 8.



Item enumeration level 1 contains “147-149”. 
Item links correctly.



Item enumeration level 2 contains “8-10”.
Item does not link correctly.



Item enumeration level 2 contains “8-10”. 
Item links correctly.



Broken link.



Temp location in item matches 
sublibrary in holdings. 

Link works.



One LKR but two copies.



Only the item for the matching sublibrary displays.



Two different call numbers on record. 
Item information displays on the holdings for both 

the analytics and the copy cataloged separately.
One LKR field in record.



One item directly linked to record.



LKR uses the numbering in the item, which corresponds 
to how the pieces are marked. The notes field displays the 
voluming of the analytic, corresponding to the holdings.



Numbering of multi-volume 
analytic is in item form.



Serial record with items directly linked and 
OPAC notes displaying. The OPAC notes do not 
provide useful information on the serial record.



Item linked with OPAC note clarification.



Item linked with OPAC note clarification.



The title De l'authorité de la doctrine des sainctes Escritures is on a reel 
with the author's De l'institution des heures canoniques. Lyon, 1564, 
his Response aux questions proposées par Iean Ropitel. Lyon, 1565, 
and his L'interim fait par dialogues. Lyon, 1565. The item is linked to 
De l'authorité de la doctrine des sainctes Escritures. A LKR field is in 
the other three titles.



Both copies appear in later title. 
Because they are bound differently, two 

LKR fields are required. 
Note that the temp location displays.



Two items on the earlier title. Both items include 
pieces after no.3, the last piece in the title.


